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World have been sophisticated with the innovation of it. It has been done by human. Human natures are so developed and incomparable. Their intellectuality world become the lightest in every aspect, for being advanced in the world; it itself cannot perform because the world have only four elements which refer to earth, water, wind and fire. All of those four things inception and orthodox are erecting up from these four elements with the intention of the being. Among the so many things cosmetic is most one has been used. There are numerous types of cosmetic which are used by people in this world. Cosmetic comes from several sources. The source can be from natural, oil, seeds, etc. Cosmetic can make a person aesthetic and happy, good appearance and nice but similarly it can destroy one's life. Cosmetic can cause breast cancer, ulcer, etc. most of the patient, we can see in several hospitals or clinic; are suffering from various diseases due to cosmetics. The conservative treatment for the breast cancer and external ulcer for what they need for surgical treatment by the doctors. It is required to do with proper manner. Most of the people they need to have a clinical operation to cure from these diseases, but very rarely they get cured from this disease. The authors classify these squeal into three types: 1. Unsymmetricalism, 2. Partiality of open conversation and 3. The major deformity is reluctant of discussion about part of the injured body which is required for proper treatment. Very less patient discusses about the part of the body rest of them hide from doctors. Most of the patient needs underwent surgery from irradiation. Most of the people have satisfied with the cosmetic result. Some patients are treated by various technical terms such as implants, mammaplasty, and abdominal flap. Only few patients are satisfied about the using cosmetic influences. Most of the people even don't know how to use the cosmetics in their way of using. It is because of lack of knowledge about applying cosmetics. Although they do not get the immediate result of it, but later on they get it back. This classification is a valuable guide for technique selection. Cosmetics should be avoided to be out of getting attracted by cancer, ulcer etc, because they are mainly postoperative, optimal treatment should be prevented by performing immediate remodeling of the treated part before radiotherapy. This pleads for integration of plastic surgical techniques at the time of the original lumpectomy, thus reducing the need for delayed reconstructive surgery.
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